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WELCOME LETTER
Dear Members,
We are delighted to present this year’s edition of The Globe, letting members and friends know what has
been happening at the Society. Despite the past year having been a challenging time for Hong Kong, The
Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong has continued to be a leader in the community, engaging with
geography and many related subjects, with both local and global themes.
We hosted 103 events, including a wide assortment of talks by distinguished guests, from academics to
adventurers, photographers to authors. These include talks given by Guest of Honour at the Annual Dinner
Benedict Allen, historian William Dalrymple and explorer Adrian Hayes, covering a range of topics from
expeditions in Antarctica to Brexit and climate change.
Members were also able to take part in a variety of special events. This included a diverse selection of
activities such as a photographic workshop, exhibition tour and the Annual Quiz Dinner.
RGS-HK also offered a series of spectacular field trips to places of geographical interest. For example,
members had the opportunity to take part in an array of hikes, a refugee experience simulation, walks
through historic streets of Hong Kong and of course several boat trips to some of Hong Kong’s unique
islands.
The Schools Outreach Programme continued to be successful, providing students from both local and
international schools with the opportunity to learn from speakers within the Society’s main programme and
pique an early interest in geography.
We very much hope you continue to enjoy our events during the current year.

James Riley
Chairman
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EVENTS IN 2020
1 April 2019

10 April 2019

Thomas Bird
Shenzhen: From Salt Fields to Super City
In this engaging talk, freelance writer Thomas Bird

Nick Fielding
On the Trail of the Big Scoop: Not for
Publication

told a story of Shenzhen spanning the centuries.

Nick Fielding, one of

He focused on the recent history of Shenzhen, how

Britain’s most famous

it has reformed and opened up. He illusterated this

investigative journalists,

with unique photographs sourced from Mainland

explained how he plied

journalists and Hong Kong photographers who

his trade, becoming

have captured the change over the past 40 years.

chief investigative
reporter for the Mail

4 April 2019

Dr Daniel Taylor
Finding the Yeti and the Glories of the
Tibetan Plateau
This talk was a fascinating journey through 25 years
of work on the Tibetan Plateau by Dr Daniel Taylor,

on Sunday and senior
reporter for The Sunday
Times. Mr Fielding also
revealed the inside
stories of some of the extraordinary stories which
he broke and often hilarious tales in which he was
involved.

who “found” the Yeti in 1986 to world acclaim.
Illustrated by his fine photograph collection, he

11 April 2019

looked back at his exploration of the 2,000-mile-

Paul French
Destination Shanghai: The Lost, the
Wanted, the Famous and the Forgotten of
its Golden Years

wide Himalayas and spoke about widening the
scope of understanding of the ecology in the
region, as well as his conservation impact.

9 April 2019

Nick Fielding
The Great Steppes – The History of
Central Asian Exploration
In this talk, Nick Fielding, who had been travelling
in remote regions of Kazakhstan for five years,
covered the exploration of fascinating areas to the
north of the Himalayas and the Hindu Kush during
the time of the Great Game. Mr Fielding also told
of a remarkable group of travellers who visited the
Steppes – from John Castle in the 18th Century to
the founder of modern genetics William Bateson –

Well-known historian
of China, raconteur
and author Paul French
spoke about Shanghai
in the first half of
the 20th century, its
golden years. He gave
an exciting account
of Shanghai in an era
of entrepreneurship,
wealth, glitter and lots of
lawlessness, in perhaps the most interesting period
of its storied history.

often at considerable danger to themselves.
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EVENTS IN 2020
14 April 2019

5 May 2019

Marco Foehn
Field Trip: Glories of the Lantau Trail
with a Private Visit to Lung Tsai Ng Yuen
Garden

Smriti Safaya
Boat Field Trip: Tung Ping Chau –
HK’s Stunning Remote Island

Led by Marco Foehn, members enjoyed a field trip
to discover some of the most spectacular views that
Lantau Island’s Southwest Peninsula has to offer.
The highlight was a visit to the Chinese landscaped
garden Lung Tsai Ng Yuen, situated directly above
a waterfall surrounded by hills. The private visit to
this garden was specially organised for RGS-HK
members as the garden is closed to the public.

RGS-HK was delighted to welcome Smriti Safaya
to lead a field trip to the spectacular remote
island of Tung Ping Chau. Members were able to

27 April 2019

appreciate how the island is geologically unique –

Dr Tim Bonebrake and John Allock
Field Trip: City Nature Challenge at
Victoria Peak

the only area of Hong Kong entirely formed from

For the second year running, members were
invited to join Team Hong Kong in the global threeday long City Nature Challenge, where they tried
their hands at natural science to identify as many
species of plants and animals along a route around
Victoria Peak. Dr Tim Bonebrake and John Allock

sedimentary rock – and a classic example of rural
depopulation in an outlying area.

14 May 2019

Adrian Hayes
One Man’s Climb: A Journey of Trauma,
Tragedy and Triumph on K2

from the HKU Department of Biological Sciences

In this visually stunning presentation, record-

guided members through the process, exploring the

breaking adventurer, mountaineer and explorer

rich biodiversity scene at the heart of the city.

Adrian Hayes detailed the intensely personal account
of his attempts to climb K2 in 2013 and again in
2014, and the story behind his newly released book,

29 April 2019

One Man’s Climb: A Journey of Trauma, Tragedy

Adam Rolston
Film Screening – The Longest Hole:
Golfing Across Mongolia

and Triumph on K2. His talk was as much a lesson

The Longest Hole featured golfer Adam Rolston
and caddie Ron Rutland as they attempted to set
a new world record for the single longest hole
of golf ever played: 2,011 km. From high in the
Altai mountains, they golfed all the way across
Mongolia for 80 days, enduring rough terrain and
cold weather, to putt out on the 18th green of the
only championship golf course in the country on
the outskirts of the capital city Ulaanbaatar.
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in human development, real teamwork and social
conscience, as it was a story of climbing the “Savage
Mountain”.

EVENTS IN 2020
20 May 2019

25 May 2019

Jamie Sparks
Chad: Conserving and Cooking in one of
Africa’s Wildest Countries

Field Trip: A Visit to the Centre for
Refugees

Jamie Sparks spoke about her journey of self-

Centre for Refugees in Tsim Sha Tsui to provide

discovery during her travels and work in Africa. She

an opportunity for members to engage with and

described how her experiences visiting national

understand the situation of refugees in Hong Kong.

parks and as a camp manager and chef led her to

Each month, the Centre provides vulnerable asylum

believe that everyone can make a difference in the

seekers with basic necessities, skill training and

difficult situation facing Africa’s wildlife. She also

provides case workers and legal assistance. The visit

recounted the animals and wilderness at threat,

included an introductory workshop delivered by a

which have instigated her campaigning for the

caseworker, a tour of the Centre and its facilities, as

development and presentation of truly wild places

well as homemade lunch cooked with the refugees.

RGS-HK was pleased to arrange a visit to the

and the organisations that work hard to protect
them.

21 May 2019

Professor Albert Zijlstra
The Evolution of the Earth
In a repeat of his sell-out talk, Professor Albert
Zijlstra showed the different faces of the Earth, from
the early days of its formation to its current state.

4 June 2019

change so much, and what the Earth would have

Commander Paul Sierleja
The Battle of Midway

looked like four billion years ago or may well do in

In this talk, Commander Paul Sierleja of the US

Prof Zijlstra discussed what has caused the Earth to

the future.

Navy told the exciting story of The Battle of Midway,
the decisive Pacific naval battle of World War II. It

23 May 2019

Ian Lambot
The Kowloon Walled City: a City of
Darkness – The story of Hong Kong’s
Unique Lost City

took place on 4 June 1942, only six months after
Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor and one month
after the Battle of the Coral Sea. Victory at Midway
turned the tide of the war and the Japanese were
never again on the offensive in the Pacific.

In this talk, Ian Lambot explained how the Kowloon
Walled City was able to grow and prosper as part
of China situated in Hong Kong. He explained how
such a place could exist in the heart of a modern
metropolis under dual jurisdiction, administered by
neither power. Richly illustrated, the talk explored
the full breadth of this extraordinary community,
the likes of which are unlikely to be seen again.

The Globe • 2020
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EVENTS IN 2020
15 June 2019

globalisation can work well between African, Arab

Stanley Shea
Field Trip: Dapeng Fortress

and Chinese people.

Led by Stanley Shea, members enjoyed a tour to
the Dapeng Peninsula, experiencing its striking
views across the waters to the New Territories of
Hong Kong and visiting a 600-year-old fortress.
The morning included a trip to a private museum

20 June 2019

David Bellis
Exciting Tales from Hong Kong’s History
seen through its Historic Photos

and was followed by a Hakka banquet lunch

In this talk, David

prepared by locals. After lunch, members had the

Bellis presented

opportunity to make traditional rice cookies, walk

a selection of

through the winding alleyways of the town, ending

photographs from

with a visit to the Dongshan Temple or Chinese

his collection,

paper fan making.

showing

the

audience a Hong
Kong that has long

17 June 2019

since disappeared. He shared the photos, taken

Field Trip: A Visit to the Hong Kong
Observatory with Tour and Lunch at
Chungking Mansions

from the 1880s to the 1960s, alongside fascinating

The RGS-HK was pleased to arrange another visit to

their secrets.

stories of Hong Kong’s past. Mr Bellis’ use of highresolution images allowed him to zoom in to the
hidden details within individual photos, revealing

the Hong Kong Observatory. The visit included an
introduction, followed by a viewing of measuring
devices and advanced computer equipment linked
to observatories around the world. In the exhibition
hall, members saw how weather forecasts are
formulated and disseminated to the public at the
Observatory. After this visit, members had a tour of
Chungking Mansions led by residents and enjoyed
lunch at one of its famous restaurants.

25 June 2019

Jason Yip
Working in War Zones with the Red Cross
Jason Yip was one
of the very first
H o n g Ko n g e r s a t
the International
Committee of the

19 June 2019

Professor Gordon Mathews
The World in Guangzhou: Africans and
Arabs in China’s Global Marketplace

as an on-the-ground

RGS-HK was delighted to have Professor Gordon

Mr Yip described how he went from being a fun-

Mathews speak for the seventh time. He explored
the relationship between foreigners and Chinese
residents of Guangzhou, examining low-end
globalisation, business cooperations, romantic
relations and religious beliefs between these
groups. Prof Mathews discussed how low-end

6
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Red Cross to be hired
operative. In this talk, he told the extraordinary
story of his service in conflict zones, including
Palestine, Afghanistan, Jordan, Syria and Myanmar.
loving child to an adult filled with unswerving
belief in the value of humanitarian work in a
world full of tension, arguing that Hong Kongers
should become more involved in international
organisations.

EVENTS IN 2020
26 June 2019

24 July 2019

Sally Bunker and Professor Richard Saunders
The Story of Hong Kong’s Trees: the Art
and Science

Field Trip: A Visit to the Historic Jao
Tsung-I Academy and the HSBC Archives
with Lunch

In this talk, Sally Bunker and Professor Richard

At the Jao Tsung-I

Saunders spoke about their new book Portraits

A c a d e m y ,

of Trees of Hong Kong and Southern China, with

members viewed

some of Ms Bunker’s paintings displayed at the

the buildings

talk for members to enjoy. They discussed the rich

and galleries

tree diversity of Hong Kong and Southern China,

d i s p l ay i n g

exhibiting and explaining interesting details about

the works of

four trees – the Bauhinia, Taiwan acacia, red

renowned master

sandalwood tree and cotton tree.

of Chinese culture
Jao Tsung-I, including his calligraphy and paintings.

6 July 2019

Field Trip: A Visit to the Crossroads
Foundation – Refugee Experience
The RGS-HK was pleased to organise a visit to the
Crossroads Global X-perience, co-developed with
refugees, former internally displaced persons and

Lunch was followed by the HSBC archive tour,
including the Archives Gallery and Repository,
presenting the story of its rich and eventful
heritage in the Asia-Pacific, providing a fascinating
opportunity to learn about the bank’s contributions
to Hong Kong and the people who have shaped
HSBC as it is known today.

aid workers, to allow members to experience the
situations faced by forced migrants. Participants

25 July 2019

had to deal with simulated attacks, minefields

Dr Jonathan Chatwin
Long Peace Street: A Walk Between
China’s Imperial Past and Communist
Present

and life in a refugee camp. Participants were also
marched under guard, subjected to ambush and
ultimately, offered a glimpse into what would look
like for the refugees’ re-settlement.

In this talk, Dr

10 July 2019

Dr Gillian Bickley with readings by
Dr Verner Bickley MBE
Journeys of an American During the
Second Opium War
Dr Gillian Bickley, a leading expert on 19th
Century Hong Kong, told stories from the journals
of George Heard, an attache with the American
Legation during the Second Opium War. With short
readings by Dr Verner Bickley, Dr Gillian Bickley
recounted the compelling journeys of Mr Heard,
sharing his experiences of the hostile diplomatic

Jonathan Chatwin
spoke in detail
a b o u t B e i j i n g ’s
Long Peace Street,
a 20 mile straight
line dividing the
Fo r b i d d e n C i t y
and Tiananmen Square. Along the way, he pointed
out monuments of China’s history – some hidden,
some grandiose and some which remain only in
the echoes of a street name or subway stop. Dr
Chatwin also discussed his literary journey across
Beijing via Long Peace Street.

events and commercial intelligence that concluded
the Opium Wars.
The Globe • 2020
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EVENTS IN 2020
10 August 2019

30 year-long photographic journey, and how the

Field Trip: Hoi Ha Wan Marine Park Tour
plus Glass Bottomed Boat Excursion

young people he witnessed had grown up and
helped change the landscape. He described the
People’s Republic of China's entry into a new
phase of historic development.

17 September 2019
RGS-HK was thrilled to offer a tour of the WWF
Marine Centre in Hoi Ha Wan. This trip provided
an exciting opportunity to appreciate valuable
marine resources, with an introductory talk about
the history of the marine park followed by an ecoguided tour on a glass bottomed boat. There was
also an interactive workshop to learn about how
farmed seafood has threatened oceans.

Dr Jed Kaplan
From Meadow to Metropolis: How did
the Environment Shape Human History?
In this talk, Dr Jed
Kaplan explored how
humans affected global
climate before the
industrial era. Focusing
on civilisations from

20 August 2019

the Roman Empire

James Owens and Ron Rutland
From London to Tokyo: 20,000 km to the
Rugby World Cup

to Angkor, Dr Kaplan examined how climate is

Members joined James Owens and Ron Rutland,

environments to increase their chances of survival,

who were cycling from the UK to Tokyo for the

and coming to the question of whether the planet

2019 Rugby World Cup, to deliver the referee’s

can survive the multitude of demands placed on it

whistle to the opening match. In this talk, Mr

by modern society.

intertwined with civilisation. He took the audience
on a journey through time, starting with the way
that distant hominid ancestors modified their

Owens and Mr Rutland recounted their 20,093 km
journey across Europe and Asia, as well as the
physical, mental and cultural challenges they
faced along the way. They also discussed the link
between adventure, sport and development, as
they reflected on motivations for their extraordinary
expedition.

23 September 2019

Professor Philip Cowley
Brexit – What Now? The Voting Behind
the Tumult
Po l i t i c a l s c i e n t i s t
Professor Philip Cowley

4 September 2019

gave his thoughts on

Adrian Bradshaw
The Door Opened: 1980s China –
Photographing China’s Era of Reform

the changing political

In an illustrated talk, Adrian Bradshaw, China’s

on the results of recent by-elections and opinion

longest-serving foreign photojournalist, talked

polls, considering their implications for the state of

about the experience of documenting and living

voters’ minds and their implications for the Brexit

through the reform era of China as an independent

process. Prof Cowley also discussed how Brexit has

photographer. Mr Bradshaw looked back on his

consumed British politics since the referendum in

geography of the
United Kingdom and
its constituent nations. He offered his thoughts

2016 and what may happen next.
8
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EVENTS IN 2020
24 September 2019

including extensive crevasse fields that blocked

Mark O’Neill
How the South Asians Helped to Make
Hong Kong

their progress, intense storms and snow blindness.

Mark O’Neill told the fascinating story of the
considerable contribution of Indians, Pakistanis
and others from the Subcontinent to the building
of Hong Kong. The narrative ran from the first day
it became a British colony, when these immigrants
worked as soldiers, policemen, prison guards,
jewellery merchants and international traders.
The talk was accompanied by photographs of the
different communities and their shops, businesses
and cuisine.

8 October 2019

Weijian Shan
Out of the Gobi: My Story of China and
America
In this talk, Weijian Shan,
one of Asia’s best-known
financiers, recounted the
remarkable story of his
exile to the Gobi Desert
for hard labour at the
age of 15, all the way
to becoming chairman

28 September 2019

of one of the world’s

Field Trip: A Visit to the Centre for
Refugees

largest private investment

The RGS-HK arranged a second visit to the Centre

about how productive the relationship was

for Refugees in Tsim Sha Tsui for members to

between China and America in those early years.

companies. He described his different experiences
in the East and the West, reminding the audience

understand the situation of refugees in Hong Kong.
The visit began with a tour by a guide around the
surrounding area and a glimpse into a refugee’s
daily life, including a church, mosque, the office
of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
and the home of a refugee family. After seeing
the neighbourhood, members were served a
homemade lunch in Chungking Mansions.

9 October 2019

Paul Niel and Esther Roling
Film Screening: The Loop – Around Hong
Kong Island’s Complete Coastline
RGS-HK was
delighted
to welcome

3 October 2019

back Hong

Dr Philip Wickens
In the Footsteps of Sir Wally Herbert: A
Ski Traverse Along the Antarctic Peninsula

K

Dr Philip Wickens described his journey to the

The Loop. The film told the extraordinary story of

top of the Antarctic Peninsula to re-enact Sir Wally

how they climbed the cliffs and shores of Hong

Herbert’s route to Portal Point, providing a historic

Kong Island, making many unexpected discoveries.

perspective with some of Sir Wally’s original

They also described the challenges faced, from

photos and writings. Dr Wickens told the story of

extreme weather and strong currents, to jellyfish

how he and 5 other skiers, including Hong Kong

and mental exhaustion, all of which were offset

resident Maria Witchell, had to contend with a

by the joys of wild cliffs, hidden beaches with the

number of extreme challenges along the way,

busy urban city as background.

o

n

g

explorers
Paul Niel and
Esther Roling to introduce their new documentary

The Globe • 2020
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EVENTS IN 2020
10 October 2019

people who make up a vital ingredient of Hong

Christopher Schrader
Mongolian Extremes: Living as a Nomad
with Kazakhs and Eagle Hunters of the
West of Mongolia

Kong’s cultural identity.

In this talk accompanied by a brief documentary,
Christopher Schrader discussed what it was like to
walk across the Gobi Desert and live with nomads,
and the story of his most recent expedition, the
Spring Migration. The Spring Migration is an
annual event that sees nomadic families move their
home and animals hundreds of kilometres across
the Altai Mountains, braving extreme weather.
He passionately described living with ancient
peoples, the harsh nomadic life of the reclusive
Kazakh nomads and the eagle hunters of the Altai
Mountains.

16 October 2019

Lindsay Varty
Field Trip: Sunset Survivors Walking Tour
and Lunch
The RGS-HK was pleased
to welcome Lindsay Varty
to lead another walking
tour through the streets
of Hong Kong. Ms Varty
guided members to embark
on a journey of discovery
and nostalgia, encountering
tradesmen and women
at work in some of the
oldest and most traditional

12 October 2019

industries in the city. After

Lindsay Varty
Field Trip: Sunset Survivors Walking Tour
and Lunch

gaining new insights into Hong Kong’s culture and

Lindsay Varty, author of the bestselling Sunset

William Furniss
Queen’s Road West: Hong Kong’s
Vanishing Neighbourhood

Survivors, led a walking tour through the streets and
alleys of Yau Ma Tei to explore one of the oldest
neighbourhoods in Kowloon. Members visited a
traditional pawn shop, met an octogenarian letter
writer and saw stacks of hand-hammered copper
pots, leaving with new insights into Hong Kong’s
historic culture and trades.

history, a local lunch was served with tea.

17 October 2019

In this talk,
photographer
Wi l l i a m F u r n i s s
looked at Queen’s
R o a d We s t ’s

15 October 2019

Lindsay Varty
Sunset Survivors: the People Keeping Hong
Kong’s Traditional Industries Alive
Local author Lindsay Varty took the audience on
a spoken tour through the streets of Hong Kong.
She told stories about the tradesmen and women
at work in some of the oldest and most traditional
industries in the city. From pawn brokers to paper
effigy makers, she described and introduced the

10
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amazing traditional
businesses and
culture, before
the arrival of the
MTR and property developers changed the face of
the area. Mr Furniss and others photographed and
interviewed business owners along the road, many
of whom were older people with great stories to
tell. The talk focused on the history, images, and
stories of this iconic Hong Kong street, emphasising
its eclectic nature and value as a mixed-use
neighbourhood.

EVENTS IN 2020
Annual Quiz Dinner
31 May 2019
Over 250 members and friends were able to put their knowledge to the test at the ever popular annual RGS-HK Quiz
Dinner. The event was entertaining, challenging and thought-provoking, with questions such as the items depicted on
the flag of Mozambique, the country with “pato” as its national sport and the name of the longest beach in Hong Kong.
The quiz was split into 10 rounds – all geography based. There were exciting rounds ranging from "O-Level" questions
to sports geography to the geography of our own city, Hong Kong. There were also music and pictorial rounds, with
map identification challenges to stimulate even RGS-HK's most knowledgeable members!
There were, as with previous years,
lots of prizes to be won, including
several beautiful books. Participants
were also able to enjoy a five-course
buffet dinner with wines at the Hong
Kong Club.

The Globe • 2020
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H O N G K O N G AWA R D
The Royal Geographical Society - Hong Kong has a long and well-established history of funding
numerous scholarships every year thanks to the generosity of our RGS-HK members. We are pleased to
donate annually any surplus from our finances to support geographical and related research by students
here in Hong Kong.

12

1

Paco Li Chak Ham (The Chinese University of
Hong Kong)
“The combined effects of roadside vegetation on
the air pollutant filtering and noise reduction”

2

Luk Wai On (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“A n a n a l y s i s a n d p r e d i c t i o n o f i n v a s i v e
pneumococcal disease (IPD) trends in relation to
climate and air pollution in Hong Kong”

3

Cheng Ho Man (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“ Th e r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n E l N i n o S o u t h e r n
Oscillation, Climate Variation, tropical cyclone and
economic development in Hong Kong”

4

Simon Lam Hiu Tsun (The University of Hong Kong)
“Enhancing Geotourism experience in Hong Kong:
The Study of Backcountry Camping Recreation in
Hong Kong UNESCO Geopark”

5

Emily Ying Ying Ng (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“Marine Water Quality of Victoria Harbour: A
Statistical and Evaluative Study of Water Quality
Parameters”

6

Tammy Tsz Kwan Chan (Hong Kong Baptist
University)
“A Statistical and Evaluative Study of Water Quality
Parameters and Future Projections in Tuen Mun River”

7

Huang Wai Tim (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“Climatic Influence on Water Quality – A Statistical
and Evaluative Study of Water Quality Parameters
and Future Projections in Lam Tsuen River”

8

Chan Ka Man (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
“How well can small Urban Green Spaces in Hong
Kong support avian communities?”

9

Yuen Hay Ching (The Chinese University of Hong
Kong)
“Examining the Human-Stray Cattle conflict in
Hong Kong”

10

San Shing Chan (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“Projection of Probable Maximum Precipitation
(PMP) in Hong Kong under Future Climate Change”

The Globe • 2020
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DS 2016-2020
The awards are open to students studying at Hong Kong universities researching in Hong Kong.
The chart below shows some of the remarkable and diverse record of awards funded under the scheme. It is a pleasure for all of us to
be able to donate these awards and we are grateful to our Members for making it possible.
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20

Hong Ping Kwok (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“How the Arctic Climate Variation Influences the
Northern Atlantic Oscillation’s Climatic Effect in
Different Latitudes: Churchill, Fengqqiu and Hong
Kong?”
Wing Him Ng (The University of Hong Kong)
“Mass Transit Railway, Place-Names and Community:
A Study of Critical Toponymies in Hong Kong”
Wu Angie Chan (The University of Hong Kong)
“Migration and Identity: A Study on the Sense of
National Identity of Venezuelan Chinese Diasporas”
Tin Wai Him Yiu (The University of Hong Kong)
“Changes in the Commercial and Residential
Property Market After the Opening of New Railway
Stations in Hong Kong”
Joseph Miller (The University of Hong Kong)
“Labour Activism and Workers’ Rights in the
Manufacturing Sector of the Pearl River Delta (PRD)”
Nicolette Tan Khee Yunn (The University of Hong
Kong)
“Sino-Foreign Eco-City Investments: An Analysis
of Geopolitical Interests, Relationships and
Implementation Outcomes”
Yu Wai Ha (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
“Effect of Organic Fertilisers on Microbial
Mineralisation and Plant Growth in Hydroponics”
Samuel Tang Siu Wah (The Chinese University of
Hong Kong)
“The Effect of Biogenic VOC Emissions on
Atmospheric Response of Ambient Ozone due to
Climate Change in the Pearl River Delta Region”
Cheung Yi Li (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“The Risk Analysis of the Landslide Susceptibility
Mapping by using GIS and Logistics Regression
Model: A Case Study in Lantau Island, Hong Kong”
Cheng Kai Lok (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“How the Climate Extreme Events Related to El
Nino in 2016 Affect Hong Kong’s Socioeconomic
Development: A Case Study in Hong Kong”

The Globe • 2020
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EVENTS IN 2020
Annual Dinner
An Explorer’s Life on the Edge: Lost and Found in the Amazon and Papua New Guinea
22 November 2019

Benedict Allen
With his usual zest and humour, famous explorer, adventurer and
television presenter Benedict Allen shared stories of his amazing
expeditions around the globe and of his extraordinary life as an
explorer for more than 30 years, richly illustrated with pictures and
film clips.
This special evening included the story of his recent expedition to
the remotest forests of Papua New Guinea, a daring journey to locate
jungle tribes he befriended 35 years ago – which made international
headlines when he lost contact with the outside world and became
gravely ill. He missed his RGS-HK then-scheduled talk in Hong
Kong and was finally rescued by a tabloid paper. Mr Allen told of the
astonishing highlights of his trip, recalling his inspiring uphill battle
against the odds and hardships faced along the way, as well as the
jaw dropping beauty of the Papua New Guinean jungle.
The evening consisted of a complimentary drinks reception and
a four-course banquet dinner with wines. Before and after the
dinner, guests were able to peruse a photo exhibition of Sir Ernest
Shackleton’s expedition with The Endurance.

14
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EVENTS IN 2020
18 October 2019

business risk, and a summary of the challenges

Jonathan Lynn
Communicating Climate Change: From
Science to the People

modern slavery poses to business.

A s H e a d o f C o m m u n i c a t i o n s o f t h e U N ’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
Jonathan Lynn’s job is to help the world understand
what scientists are saying on climate change. In this
talk, he recounted the challenges of this position
in a “post-fact” world and some of the interesting
experiences this has led to. He also introduced
the key findings of the IPCC, discussed climate
change and land use, and talked of the ocean and
cryosphere in a changing climate, covering the
impact of climate change on the oceans by the
Greenland and Antarctic ice-caps.

23 October 2019

David Nissan
Behind the Veil: A Tour of Iran Today
This talk by Iran
expert David
Nissan

was

arranged as an
illustrated talk on
Iran, beginning
i n Te h r a n , t h e
cosmopolitan
and modern capital city. It continued onto Iran’s
exquisite cultural sites in the cities of Isfahan,
Shiraz and others, concluding with the magnificent

20 October 2019

coast on the Caspian Sea and mountain roads

Dr Jason Ali
Boat Field Trip: Tolo Channel and Double
Haven North East New Territories
Including the Famous Natural Arch of Ap
Chau

back to Tehran. With breath-taking photographs,

Dr Jason Ali returned to lead a boat excursion to

William Dalrymple
The Anarchy: The Story of the East India
Company

the beautiful and inaccessible north-eastern coast
and islands of Hong Kong. The boat travelled
along the Tolo Channel to view Jurassic sediments,

the audience was shown the fascinating cultural
dimensions of the country and its population with
a glorious past.

25 October 2019

volcanic rocks and 360 million year old rocks. The

The Anarchy told the

boat then sailed to Ap Chau, for members to walk

remarkable story of the

through Hong Kong’s largest natural sea arch.

East India Company –
how one of the world’s

22 October 2019

Matt Friedman
Modern Slavery: Combatting Human
Trafficking for Businesses
Matt Friedman offered a comprehensive update
on modern slavery and its relevance to today’s
business sector. He explored the changing human
trafficking paradigm and its connections with
modern slavery. He gave a detailed description of
the relationship between human trafficking and

most magnificent
empires, the Mughal,
disintegrated and
wa s r e p l a c e d by a n
effectively-run private
c o m p a n y. Th e E a s t
India C ompany was
based in London, thousands of miles away, with
one small office and answerable only to its distant
shareholders. William Dalrymple detailed the
story of the East India Company as never before, a
fascinating tale of the first global corporate power.
The Globe • 2020
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28 October 2019

4 November 2019

Adrian Hayes
One Man’s Climb: A Journey of Trauma,
Tragedy and Triumph on K2

David Chaffetz
Asian Divas: The Movement of Women,
Art and Culture along the Silk Road

British record-breaking mountaineer Adrian

David Chaffetz

Hayes returned to detail the story of the beauty

examined the Silk

and brutality of life on the world’s second-highest

Road through the lens

mountain, K2. K2 has long had the reputation

of cultural exchanges

of being the greatest challenge in high altitude

between Iran, India

mountaineering on Earth, with 1 in every 4 that

and China, discussing

attempt to reach the top perishing. Mr Hayes

the characteristics of the female performer “diva

provided a unique standpoint, as an accomplished

culture”. Mr Chaffetz argued that the movement

extreme adventurer and a professional motivational

of “diva culture” along the Silk Road has a

speaker and coach.

lasting legacy – this centuries-old art resounds as
powerfully today as when it was first performed,

29 October 2019

Chris Rainier
Tribal Masks: Global Symbols of Ritual
and Culture
Celebrated documentary photographer Chris
Rainier told of the extraordinary global tradition
of tribal masks. Through masks, he discussed
the story of indigenous and endangered cultures

from the lively productions of Chinese and Western
opera houses to the vibrancy of cinema screens in
Bombay and Shanghai.

7 November 2019

William Dalrymple
The Anarchy: The Story of East India
Company

worldwide. Having begun by studying the masks,

RGS-HK was delighted to welcome William

where modernity threatens to erase ancient rituals

Dalrymple again to tell the remarkable story of

and cultures, he started a journey to find and

the East India Company, as told in his newest

photograph traditional masks that has taken him

book: The Anarchy. In August 1765, the East India

across 6 continents over the past 30 years.

Company defeated the young Mughal emperor,
marking the moment that the East India Company

31 October 2019

Field Trip: Visit to the Race for Water
Catamaran
The RGS-HK was delighted to provide a private
opportunity to visit the Race for Water on her
stopover in Hong Kong and have afternoon tea
with a member of the crew. The Race for Water, the
world’s largest solar powered boat, was sailing
around the globe to raise awareness of the impact
of marine plastic pollution and to propose local
solutions to this global problem.
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ceased to be a conventional international trading
corporation and became something much more
unusual: a colonial power in the guise of a
multinational business.

EVENTS IN 2020
9 November 2019

16 November 2019

Smriti Safaya
Boat Field Trip: Tung Ping Chau – HK’s
Stunning Remote Island

Dr Rod Sewell and Smriti Safaya
Boat Field Trip: Nine Pin Islands and Tung
Lung Pirate Fort

Smriti Safaya was welcomed back to lead a field

Dr Rod Sewell,

trip to the beautiful island of Tung Ping Chau on

head of the Hong

one of RGS-HK’s most popular field trips. Tung Ping

Kong Geological

Chau is situated in the furthest north-east corner

S u r v e y, a n d

of Hong Kong waters, only 3 km from Guangdong

Smriti Safaya led

Province. Members examined sedimentary rock,

another excursion

distinctive landforms and the effects of coastal

to the beautiful

erosion and to what is left of an old fishing village.

and inaccessible
Nine Pin Islands.

12 November 2019

Ryan Pyle
Xinjiang: China’s Turkestan
Ryan Pyle spoke about his experience 20 years ago
in China’s remote Xinjiang Region. Surrounded

The boat trip featured attractive scenery and open
seas, allowing members to see the beautifully
developed hexagonal columns and a sea arch that
has developed along a fault. The tour then led to
Tung Lung Chau, with an interesting hike to visit
the Tung Lung Fort.

by some of the highest mountain ranges in the
world and the Gobi Desert, it was one of the most

19 November 2019

isolated places on earth. Mr Pyle illustrated his talk

Britta Jaschinski
Wildlife or Commodity? Exploring
Humankind’s Relationship with Nature

with many classic photos taken with a Leica film
camera.

14 November 2019

David Eimer
A Savage Dreamland: Journeys in Burma
David Eimer detailed what he discovered while
travelling, living and writing in Burma over the
past decade. He demonstrated how many of the
problems that Myanmar/Burma faces are a direct
result of its turbulent history, the legacy of both
colonial rule and the junta that ruled Burma in
1962-2010. Mr Eimer highlighted some of the most
pressing issues the country faces: the Rohingya
crisis, the ongoing civil wars between the Burmese
and ethnic minorities in the borderlands and the
rise of Buddhist nationalism.

In this talk,
famous wildlife
photojournalist
Britta Jaschinski
gave an insightful
interpretation of
the identity and
i n d iv i d u a l i t y o f
a n i m a l s , s h ow n
through her
unsettling yet hauntingly beautiful award-winning
photographs. She discussed her devout fascination
with the animal “spirit” and documented the
fractured existence of wildlife, which she argues
suffers in the name of entertainment, status, greed
and superstition.
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23 November 2019

3 December 2019

Dr Chiu Hon Chim
Boat Field Trip: Sharp Island and the
UNESCO Geopark – HK’s Stunning
Volcanic Islands

Tour of the Exhibition Along China’s Coast:
Dezso Bozoky’s Travel Photography
1908-1909

Dr Chiu Hon Chim led a fascinating trip to the largest

University

island in Sai Kung’s Kiu Tsui Country Park. Sharp

M u s e u m

Island is well known for its volcanic legacy, being

presented a

an ideal spot to visit the island’s collapsed volcano

large group of

and the affectionately named “pineapple bun” rocks.

photographs

The trip also visited Port Shelter and Rocky Harbour,

taken by Dezso

home to spectacular hexagonal columns.

Bozoky along

The Hong Kong

China’s coast from 1908 to 1909. A naval officer

26 November 2019

Harold Ousby
Re-enacting the 1914 Giro d’Italia
In September 2019, Harold Ousby followed the
route of the famous 1914 Giro d’Italia. Recognised
as the hardest cycling Grand Tour ever, it was

with the Austro-Hungarian Navy, Bozoky first left
Hong Kong for Canton before travelling to Fujian,
Shanghai and Beijing, documenting the countryside
and cities along with their inhabitants. The
exhibition recorded an abundance of impressions
f r o m a r e a s o f C h i n a t h a t h ave u n d e r g o n e
phenomenal social and economic change.

originally won by Alfonso Calzolari. In this talk, Mr
Ousby told the tale of the 1914 Giro d’Italia, his

11 December 2019

own ride and the wonderful wilder side of Italy. He

Dr Sheng-Wei Wang
Did Admiral Zheng He explore America
before Christopher Columbus?

described the amazing sights, fascinating people
and many stories from his trip.

29 November 2019

Field Trip: World Dream Cruise Ship

D r S h e n g - We i
Wang discussed
the story of
t h e voya g e s o f
A d m i ra l Z h e n g
He, explaining
her controversial
belief that Zheng

Members were invited on a two hour tour of the
World Dream, with cocktails and canapes on the
deck. Having entered service in 2017, she is one of
the world’s largest cruise ships with the capacity for
3,300 passengers in 1,680 cabins and suites. The
tour took members to a variety of interesting areas
of the ship, such as the “palace”, a “luxury shipwithin-a-ship”, waterslides and casinos.
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may have reached
North America and the ancient American Indian
city Cahokia in 1433, before Columbus arrived in
the Americas. Dr Wang argued that Ming sailors
and ships had at least reached beyond what main
scholars accept.

EVENTS IN 2020
17 December 2019

13 January 2020

Katrina Zellweger
North Korea: Addressing Human Needs in
a Challenging Environment

Professor John Carroll
There’s No Place Like it: Establishing
Hong Kong as a Major Tourist Destination

In this talk, Katrina Zellweger, one of Asia’s most

Professor John

experienced aid workers, gave first-hand insight

Carroll explored

regarding aid in North Korea. Ms Zellweger started

how a range of

by discussing the present situation regarding

organisations tried

humanitarian work in North Korea. She then

to promote Hong

outlined the prerequisites and impact of sanctions,

Kong as a unique

concluding with a look at what major changes

cultural space. The

have come about in North Korea.

most important of
these is the Hong Kong Tourist Association, which

19 December 2019

Andrew Ness
Christmas Party followed by the talk
Hong Kong: The Twenty Minute City

opened a string of overseas branch offices to help
“sell” Hong Kong. Prof Carroll told a Hong Kong
story, one that is also part of a much larger global
one including the role of tourism in post-war
recovery, the rise of jet travel and the proliferation
of travel posters and other media.

Andrew Ness discussed future travel and transport
convenience in Hong Kong, as well as travel time
and accessibility improvements in the territory. He

15 January 2020

examined how specific infrastructure projects are

Philip Bowring
Empire of the Winds: The Global Role of
Asia’s Maritime Silk Road

likely to impact Hong Kong’s subdistricts as they
become better connected. Mr Ness also explained
how Geographical Information System tools were
being used to build a predictive model for specific

Fo r a t l e a s t 2 , 0 0 0

locations in Hong Kong, places that would benefit

years, the sea has been

from upcoming infrastructure projects.

the main trade link
between the east and

21 December 2019

Ship’s Officers
Field Trip: The Silver Spirit
Members were invited to an hour-long tour of the
Silver Spirit, docked at Ocean Terminal, followed
by a fine luncheon. The Silver Spirit entered service
in 2009, accommodating 608 guests each time
on cruises around the world, with more space per
passenger than any other major cruise ship in the
world.

west in Asia. Crucial
to this link have been
the ships of the great
archipelago now
comprising Indonesia,
the Philippines and
Malaysia. Philip
Bowring sketched the main themes of this oftforgotten region, demonstrating the impact of its
sailing and trading expertise on the transfer of
ideas and people as well as goods, and how they
brought successive political and religious changes.
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18 January 2020

21 January 2020

Field Trip: Mai Po Marshes

Andrew Wells
The Bits in Pink – Britain’s Overseas
Territories
A n d r e w We l l s ’s t a l k
focused on some of the
lesser known features of
the United Kingdom’s
surviving 15 Overseas
Te r r i t o r i e s a n d t h r e e
Crown Dependencies.

RGS-HK was pleased to offer a guided tour of the
Mai Po Marshes, a large wetland nature reserve
managed by WWF in the New Territories. Mai
Po is a significant wetland that supports globallyimportant numbers of wetland birds, which arrive
in winter, and during spring and autumn migrations.
Members then had the opportunity to look closely
at migratory birds, walk on the longest boardwalk
in Mai Po, and birdwatch on floating bird hides.

William Furniss
Photographic Masterclass and Workshop
RGS-HK was delighted to invite
members to a private photography
masterclass and workshop
with famous photographer
William Furniss, an urbanist and
architectural photographer based
in Hong Kong. The workshop
involved learning and applying
photographic techniques
in Central, followed by a
presentation and critique session.

The Globe • 2020

his experiences in the
remote island territories
of St Helena and Ascension, where he was first
Chief Secretary and then Acting Governor. Drawing
on his decades of service as a senior civil servant
in Hong Kong, he compared the similarities and
differences in government structure inherited by the
UK’s “last pink bits”.

28 March 2020

18 January 2020
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He recounted some of

Rory Mackay
Field Trip: Guided Hike from Ma On
Shan to Sai Kung
The RGS-HK was pleased to welcome Rory Mackay
to lead a field trip to the hilltops of Sai Kung.
The first section of trail departed from a peaceful
village into secluded forests, before following a
small mountain stream upwards. Along the way,
Mr Mackay highlighted and explained points of
local interest, as well as an abundance of wildlife
including various small insects, mammals, reptiles
and birds.

SCHOOLS OUTREACH PROGRAMME
RGS-HK runs a Schools Outreach Programme,
through which it hosts educational events for
local and international schools across Hong Kong.
During the 2019-20 academic year, RGS-HK is
holding 35 such events and reaching approximately
5,000 pupils, allowing students to learn from
speakers within the Society’s main programme.
The Schools Outreach Programme has given
students the opportunity to meet and hear from
distinguished speakers of various geographical
backgrounds, ranging from environmentalists to
explorers, academic geographers to adventurers.
These speakers engage with pupils through
inspiring stories about their captivating experiences.
For the first time, talks were also held online, where
as many as 500 students could “raise their hand”
and ask the speaker questions.
Schools Benefitted:
Canadian International School
Chatteris Educational Foundation
Diocesan Boys’ School
Discovery College
French International School
German Swiss International School
HKMA David Li Kwok Po College
Island School
Harrow International School
Hong Kong University
Kellett School
Kwok Tak Seng Catholic School
Merchiston International School, Shenzhen
Nord Anglia International School
SKH Chan Young Secondary School
South Island School
St Mark’s School
St. Paul’s Co-educational College
West Island School

The Globe • 2020
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LONDON NEWS
Grants and Scholarships Programmes

The Ondaatje Theatre

The Society’s grants programme has continued

The Ondaatje Theatre in London has been

to support valuable fieldwork and expeditions.

upgraded to allow a more immersive and high

In Kyrgyzstan, the Ala Archa expedition found

quality visual experience for members. This

accelerating ice retreat, sounding the alarm

includes a 4K laser projector and new 4K cameras

for a country that relies on glacial water. In the

to record events, so that those watching from home

Galapagos, Dr Ceri Lewis sampled microplastics to

can appreciate them in higher quality.

help local communities combat marine pollution.
Furthermore, over 370 trainee geography teachers

Rolex

have benefitted from Teaching Training Scholarships.

Rolex renewed their relationship with the RGS

Making the Geographical more
Sustainable

as a corporate benefactor for another three years.

Since the summer of 2019, the iconic Geographical

widely available. They also provide all the clocks

magazine has been delivered to members in

in the main building.

Rolex has continued to support the conservation of
RGS collections and making such resources more

packaging made from potato starches. After use, the
packaging takes only six months to break down. To

2020 Medals and Awards

subscribe to Geographical, please visit their website

This year’s medals and awards recognised

at www.geographical.co.uk.

22 different people or organisations for their

The Royal Geographical Society
Puzzle Book

The Globe • 2020

fieldwork, teaching, and public engagement.
The Society’s two Royal Medals, the Founder’s

The Society released a geographical puzzle book

Medal and Patron’s Medal, are among the highest

including 50 iconic explorers and a mix of mind-

honours of their kind in the world. This year they

boggling maps, word games and trivia questions.

were awarded to, respectively, internationally

Ranging from Marco Polo venturing in China to

renowned geomorphologist Professor Heather

Amelia Earhart circumnavigating the globe, the

Viles for her excellence in establishing the field of

puzzle book offers an opportunity for individuals,

biogeomorphology, and former Chief Technology

families and friends to have fun and learn more

Advocate at Google, Michael Jones, for his

about geography. This book can be ordered from

contribution to the development of geospatial

www.stanfords.co.uk and other websites!

information.

Earth Photo Competition

Visiting the RGS in London

The Earth Photo Competition, developed in

If an RGS-HK member is in London for a visit, they

p a r t n e r s h i p w i t h Fo r e s t r y E n g l a n d , b e g a n

are welcome to attend Monday night lectures, a

accepting entries from amateur and professional

popular series featuring renowned speakers, and

photographers of all ages for 2020. The selected

any other member events as a guest by emailing

winners from 2019 were shown at the Society’s

events@rgs.org in advance. Members’ discounted

London gallery and also on tour in Corby, Dorset

ticket prices for public events can also be offered

and Cumbria from July 2019 to April 2020. The

by booking tickets over the phone. Furthermore,

top prize was awarded to Elisabetta Zavoli for The

RGS-HK members are able to use the Members’

Landfill Midwife, a portrait of Mak Muji, a midwife

Rooms, including the Foyle Reading Room and

who serves 18,000 villagers living in and around

the Hong Kong Room, which was endowed by

Jakarta’s largest landfill site and moonlights as a

RGS-HK.

rubbish picker.
22

outstanding contributions to geographical research,

OTHER NEWS
Singapore

RGS-HK Subcommittees

S i n c e i t s r e - f o u n d i n g i n 2 0 1 8 , t h e R o ya l

RGS-HK is run by a Board that meets quarterly.

Geographical Society – Singapore has continued

Assisting the Board are eight subcommittees

to host interesting talks for its members. In the

who run most of the activities. Any Member who

past year, this has included Sydney Steenland

would like to become involved in the Board or

talking about the Sea Monkey Project, Jan Latta’s

Subcommittees should contact the office. Details

Adventures in the Wild and the First Piper, Ross OC

are as follows:

Jenning. Several speakers who spoke at RGS-HK
also gave a talk at RGS-SG, including Ryan Pyle,
Paul Mckenzie and Adrian Hayes.

Meanwhile in America…

The Talks Subcommittee advises on the running
of the main programme of talks, including the
biannual dinners.
The Field Trips Subcommittee assists in running the
RGS-HK Field Trip Programme.
The Schools Outreach Subcommittee is responsible
for assisting the Schools Outreach Programme and
advising on the Scholarships scheme.
The Special Events Subcommittee assists in
running special events to diversify the RGS-HK
programme for Members, such as the Quiz Dinner,
photography workshops or treasure hunts.
The Sponsorship & Development Subcommittee

How to Join RGS-HK
Established in 1995, RGS-HK is open to all
nationalities and ages. It provides a forum for
members to meet and listen to leading local
and international speakers from the worlds of
geography, history, exploration, travel, research,
Asian studies and conservation.
RGS-HK holds over 100 events each year,
including talks, special events, dinners, field
trips and publishes this annual review. Past
speakers include polar explorer Sir Ranulph
Fiennes, primate expert Dame Jane Goodall,
author William Dalrymple and many others! The
society’s special events include the Annual Quiz
Dinner and Gala Dinner. New members, upon
joining RGS-HK by credit card for the first time
receive one free regular talk attendance for either
Individual or Family membership.
RGS-HK also supports university students with a
Scholarship Fund and runs a Schools Outreach
Programme – arranging some 35 educational
events a year reaching over 5,000 students at
schools throughout Hong Kong.
For more information, please visit our website at:
www.rgshk.org.hk.

looks to fund RGS-HK’s activities.
The Information & Communications Technology
Subcommittee ensures that RGS-HK has appropriate
ICT for its needs and Membership.
The Membership Subcommittee assists with
running Membership sales, offerings and pricing.
Finally, the Publications & Marketing Subcommittee run the publications, including the
Annual Review, website, marketing, branding,
communications and social media.

Social Media Links
To receive frequent updates, please follow
RGS-HK on social media!

@RGSHK

@RGS HK Explorers

@rgs_hk
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HONG KONG AWARDS 2020
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong gives
a number of scholarships during the course of each
year. We are delighted to announce the awards
made in 2019-20:

Royal
Geographical
Society
with IBG

Major Post-graduate Award for Doctoral
Research:
Feng Lin Shu (University of Cambridge)
“The control of dams on the sediment nutrient

ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY –
HONG KONG

pool: A comparative study of two large rivers in SE

GPO BOX 6681, Hong Kong

Asia”

Undergraduates or Master’s Degree
Research Awards for Hong Kong
Universities:

Tel: 2583 9700
Fax: 2140 6000
E-mail: info@rgshk.org.hk
Website: www.rgshk.org.hk

Paco Li Chak Ham (The Chinese University of
Hong Kong)
“The combined effects of roadside vegetation on

Chairman
JAMES RILEY

the air pollutant filtering and noise reduction”
Luk Wai On (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“A n a n a l y s i s a n d p r e d i c t i o n o f i n v a s i v e

Director
RUPERT McCOWAN

pneumococcal disease (IPD) trends in relation to
climate and air pollution in Hong Kong”
Cheng Ho Man (Hong Kong Baptist University)
“The relations between El Nino Southern

Authors & Editors
CHARLOTTE GRIFFIN
ADRIAN CHAN

Oscillation, Climate Variation, tropical cyclone and
economic development in Hong Kong”
Simon Lam Hiu Tsun (The University of Hong
Kong)

Design & Layout
POLLY YU
pollyu1962@gmail.com

“Enhancing Geotourism experience in Hong Kong:
The Study of Backcountry Camping Recreation in
Hong Kong UNESCO Geopark”

An award was also made to:
Geographical, Geological & Archaeological
Society, Hong Kong University Student Union, to
support their activities
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This report is the Annual Review of
the Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong
for the year ended 31 March 2020.

